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Introduction

The insurance industry is in the midst of a radical, digital shake-up. While on one hand, customers
have embraced the various digital channels, and new technologies such as smart phone, smart home
solutions, connected automobiles, on the other side we have Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Internet
of Things [IoT] ushering in an era of new products that are built based on data and analytic solutions.

Across the globe, insurance leaders who have been among the top performers over the years are
looking to adopt digital solutions and applications to enhance their offerings. Today, chatbots and
other automation tools are integrated into the insurance policy purchase journey and across other
functions as well to provide fast, efficient and streamlined experience. This switch in approach is
quite a shift from the traditional legacy systems and tools used by insurers. With new incumbents
around, insurers must move quickly to integrate all available digital technologies into their processes,
and this includes claims as well.

Across insurance categories, claims play a vital role, it is the one that decides the fate of the business.
There are instances when there is undue delay in verification of the claims request, or settlement that
leads to a customer moving to a different brand. The sole focus for any insurer today is increased
efficiency, customer experience and business growth. A seamless digital claims function can
definitely boost overall performance and ensure these three KPIs are met while generating significant
value for the business.

Current challenges in claims processing

While companies and insurers have been struggling to understand the growing customer
expectation and demands across both traditional and digital channels, they have understood the
value of ‘customer journey’, which has gained prominence over everything else. The customer journey
is spread across several touch points and is typically defined by one single objective. Insurers need to
gain insight towards these touch points and ensure they are all addressed along the way. Some of
the other main challenges are,
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More than 80%
of insurers are
ready to
digitize and
automate
operations.

In another survey,

86%of
insurers have
stated the
importance of
innovation to retain
a competitive
edge.
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High operational costs

When there are instances of claims leakage, erroneous payments (in cases of fraud), missed
opportunities, manual processes and others, it leads to undue spending on systems that are ineffective.
Any process that delays or disrupts the claims process flow can be considered as part of the
unnecessary operational cost.

Technical challenges

Traditional legacy systems used by insurers are quite outdated and therefore needmodernization. In
many companies, there aremerger and acquisition activities [channel diversification], which leads to
obsolete technology still in play, which affects the overall business performance. Digital investments are
rendered ineffective, redundant leading to difficulty in scaling-up.

Growth in digital solutions

Having the right kind of digital distribution solutions is the key to surviving this volatile market. With the
number of customers ready to adopt digital solutions for their insurance services, including going fully
online for all transactions, it becomes imperative to have the necessary tools incorporated into the
system. The emphasis on direct to consumer selling, using the right technologies and platforms is the
way forward. Insurers also have one eye on increasing lead conversion, reducing overall cost [especially
in claims] and increasing speed of processing.

Inconsistent service delivery

Lack of streamlined processes and adequate insights from the data is what leads to inconsistent
service. The inability to prioritize the subsequent steps for each claim process causes delays and
inaccuracies as well. Combining these withmanual decisionmaking and we have delays, undue errors
across claim handling costs and service delivery.

Poor integration

With both the internal and external systems there is poor integration and this spirals towards other
functions across the value chain. When working with outdated/ incorrect data, and poor data
integration, it automatically affects the claims settlement procedure and reflects on the customer
satisfaction levels.
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The future of the insurance industry is going to be largely
influenced by the various digital platforms and insurance
ecosystems. An ecosystem is a set of services that are all
connected and available to users in one experience. An
ecosystem is basically an interconnected cluster of products or
services that allows customers to fulfill their needs. The entire
process offers a seamless experience for them, which in turn
leads to heightened satisfaction towards a brand.

Having been in the digital insurance space for a while, Neutrinos recently announced a
partnership with eBaoTech; a leading provider of innovative insurance software and
services that delivers advanced digital insurance applications to insurance carriers and
brokers/agents. eBaoTech’s insurance Platform as a Service (PaaS) – eBaoCloud
InsureMO andNeutrinos’ LowCodeMulti-Experience Development Platform (MXDP)
will power the applications.

According to a 2018McKinsey report, 7 out of the top 10 largest
companies, including Apple and Amazon have a strong digital
ecosystem, throughwhich shoppers can complete all their tasks.
McKinsey went on to predict that "12 distinctive ecosystems" would
form 30% of global revenues in the next 5years.

Looking beyond automating all existing processes, insurance
companies need to be aware of the opportunities that arise by adopting
cognitive technologies such as Artificial Intelligence andMachine
Learning alongwith RPA and other automated systems.

Benefits of
End-to-end
digitization

Digital Solutions in Claims Processing

In a survey done across the globe among the insurance leaders, it was discovered that nearly 56% of the
CIOs were looking at “increasing operational efficiencies” as a key business issue for them across the
business value chain. Growing competition, regulatory & compliance pressures and evolving customer
expectations are the primary drivers that are pushing insurers to embrace new technology and innovate
constantly. Insurance is a data heavy industry with new information sources growing every day.

Therefore, the time is now, when opportunities to adopt new digital technologies to lower the cost of
operations, serve the customer better, and offer new, personalized products and services.

A study has revealed that insurerswill spend nearly $3.7 billion on cognitive software
and this includes intelligent automation within data & document management, claims
processing and customer servicemanagement.
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Digital claims transformations—impact along claim’s foundational KPIs

Improved employee and
intermediary satisfaction

[# Improving accuracy aims at
reducing both overpayments
and underpayments of
indemnity obligations. Next to
reducing overpayments, also
reducing underpayments can
lead to an overall reduction of
loss costs through reduced
processing times, higher
customer satisfaction, and
lower incidence of claim
disputes and litigation.]

Customer Experience
Increase customer satisfaction
score by ~ 20%

Efficiency
Reduce claims
expenses by 25–30%

Effectiveness
Improve claims
handling accuracy#

Source: https://www.the-digital-insurer.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/1228-Claims-in-the-digital-age_-How-insurers-can-get-started.pdf

Known as the ‘virtual workforce’, Robotic Process Automation [RPA] is a concept that entered the
insurance space a few years back and is gaining traction slowly but steadily. It is expected to grow to a
$5 billionmarket globally by 2020 [with CAGR at 60%]. This has revolutionized the entire business of
insurance, especially with reference to data and touch points. This includes accessing email
attachments, filling out e-forms, recording and analyzing the data while constantly working towards
completing all tasks that earlier involved human interaction. The highlight of RPA is all these are done in
record time, thereby speeding up processes and increasing efficiency. With the help of RPA, insurers
can focus on other aspects of the business and work towards increasing customer engagement.

One of themajor benefits of Intelligent Automation [chatbots, RPA and so on] has been transforming the
data processing, going all the way to claims settlement. Technology such as optical character
recognition (OCR), AI, ML and natural language processing (NLP) can help in processing through the
large volume of data to increase effectiveness and ensure fraud detection is at its highest level [in claims
function]. Traditionally, 90% of insurers used to process unstructured data manually, but this changes
with automation in effect.

Ultimately, Intelligent
Automation reduces
the speed of
processes and claims
settled by 80%.
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https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2020/01/the-new-claims-organization-customer-experience-and-operational-efficiency-together.html

Source: https://www.pwc.co.uk/insurance/documents/claims-workforce-of-the-future-2030.pdf

First Notice of Loss

Claims Rise or fall indication Automation level

Triage

Adjusting

Litigation

Vendors

Settlement

Significant Increase

Significant Increase

Large Increase

Small Increase

Large Increase

Significant Increase

At Neutrinos, we have developed the “claims e-Submission” solution. The convenience and functionality
of the claims e-Submission solution is one that is completely redefining the way insurance business is
carried out. An end-to-end encrypted electronic claimsmanagement solution that enables customers to
file their claims online and comes with features unparalleled. There is an increase in how each of the
operational areas have benefited from intelligent automation, which is proof that automation is here to
stay.

Before wemove on, let us take a look at the areas where insurers need to focus on…
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This app has themost user friendly UX, and has a process flow that is clear and easy to follow.
Convenience and functionality are the highlight of this solution. The value proposition sets the
aspirational goal of offering excellent omni channel customer experience supported by intuitive digital
processes. Insurers should aim to adopt a faster, analytics-driven approach to claims handling and fully
automate the claims handling processes for clear and simple cases.

The key features of the e-Submission of claims solution are:

• Reduce the time spent by the policyholder in submitting the claims

• Process flow is clearly defined and simple

• Faster processing of claims once it is validated by the necessary authorities

• Complete the entire process in a shorter span of time with real time updates.

• Updates and notifications sent to the policyholder’s phone/email periodically, thereby establishing
transparency.

Here is what an end-to-end digitized customer journey would look like,

Digital Claims
prevention

Digital first
notification of
loss [FNOL]

Automated
claims
management

Digital loss
assessment and
repair

Automated
settlement

A

B

End-to-end digitization of the customer journey

+ + + + +
Analysis of IoT
sensor data to
identify high
risk situations

Claims event
prediction
based on IoT
sensor data

Biometric
customer
authentication

Chatbot based
FNOL & digital
point of contact

Processing time
prediction

Real-time
prediction of
claims
characteristics

Real-time
segmentation of
claims by
complexity

Supported
claims handling
for optimal case
management

Automated
damage value
estimation based
on picture
recognition or
sensor data in
combination
with invoice data

Claims assessor
route
optimization

Real-time
invoice analysis
for correction
potential based
on past invoices
and spare-parts
catalogues

Subrogation &
salvage
opportunity
identification

Source: https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/claims-in-the-digital-age
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Product simplification
Customers demand simple and easy digital interactions, but when it comes to insurance coverage it
usually entails complex processes and takes time. A large number of legacy products make it difficult to
implement new solutions, and therefore it is necessary for insurers to look at simplifying products and
ease the customer journey process.

Real-time data integration
With real-time data integration across key customer touch points, information collection is now
automated. With a quick and accurate data population, claims processing is nowmuch faster. Precision
data also helps flag potential fraud and high-risk cases to help in faster processing of low risk claims.
Additionally it can also expedite total loss claim settlements that normally take 2-3 weeks to just a few
days, as all the data required is available real-time to insurers.

AI and digital technologies
Digital customer journey requires high levels of automation. By automating claims processes, the
company can tighten fraud detection, speed up clearance and authentication of requests and close out
settlements faster.

Here are some of themajor benefits
altering the claims processing experience
and subsequently elevate customer experiences.
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Electronic claims submission & settlement
Payments have all gone digital and you can complete all your transactions from the comfort of your home.
Real-time electronic claim payments will be a game changer for insurers. This technology will facilitate
faster payouts by enabling payments to be done throughmails and texts. Customers will be able to
transfer the amount to their account with a few clicks. Leveraging on electronic money transfers will
create a wave of change in the insurance industry in the coming years.

Real-time FNOL online
Smartphones and apps are ruling the world today, giving consumers access to anything with the click of a
button. Intelligent FNOL apps are what insurers are creating today, enabling customers to report claims
easily with a few clicks. These apps have real time data integration and image recognition capabilities,
helping in auto-populating the fields on the claims form. This reduces the load on the consumer to
answer numerous questions, increasing adoption of self-service. Simplified, more accurate data
collection and heightened customer satisfaction as the entire process now only requires a few clicks and
pictures.

Telematics
Workflow and process automation is the digital transformation everyone is pushing for today. Telematics
is a small device that tracks GPS location and records speed, breaking andmileage of the driver. At the
time of an accident, all key data points are easily accessible and available to insurers with telematics.
Vehicle build data coupled with real-time records from telematics is simplifying the claims process for
both insurers and customers, hence seeing widespread adoption.

Communication
Reaching out to customers across digital channels and providing omni channel experience, insurers
increase their relationships with customers, leading to customer retention, and thereby increasing
upselling opportunities. The digital self-service tools help ease the process and offer high levels of digital
customer experience.

Employee

Ease of
communicating
with the insurer

Employee
knowledge and
professionalism The speed of claim

settlement

Transparency
and ease of
the processes

The FiveQualities That Drive
Customer Satisfaction

At the end of the day, there are just five
qualities that drive customer satisfaction
in the insurance sector

As the role of insurers evolves , and their
focusmoves towards preventing losses,
and increasing customer experience
levels, the volume of claim requests will
decrease, which in turn will impact the
workforce in this function. As
technological advances enter the
business, be it in the form of driverless
cars, smart homes that warn home
owners about incidents before they

Customer
Satisfaction
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Similarly, insurers have begun replacing the traditional legacy IT systems to improve overall efficiency
which in turn will reduce expenses for the business. Early adopters of automation and digital solutions
have the competitive advantage and customers are eager to explore further opportunities with them.
The topmanagement will witness a visible shift in overall expenses, and high returns for their
investments into technology and collaborations.

At Neutrinos, we are all set to change the way digital
experiences are perceived and our solutions not only
make people’s lives easier but also deliver value for the
business. Companies that are looking at revolutionizing
their claims submission process offer their customers a
better experience and optimize the operations cost will
benefit by adopting this e-Submission of claims
solution.

Highlights of Neutrinos Claims Submission
solutions

Neutrinos Solutions
Success Stories

Easy submission of claims
The policyholder submits the claims through
the website/mobile app. The process is much
simpler and easier when compared to paper
based submissions.

Earlier detection of errors
Since the system is automated, the data
captured is verified at every stage and so the
chances of errors are minimal to none.
Similarly, once the user chooses bank transfer
as a payment option, their bank name is
displayed which helpsmake necessary
changes.

Lower administrative & handling costs
Customers save time andmoney since the
submissions are done online. The need to
spend on postage, handling and worries
regarding the parcel being delivered to the
right office are all done away with. This in turn
increases efficiency and builds confidence for
the customer on the brand. Another advantage
is that since everything is done online, there
are updates and notifications available within
seconds.

Safe, secure & fast
Data entered is over a secure system, and is
protected as well. Only the authorities
processing the claim and the policyholder will
have access to it. Verification and validation is
done within minutes, which speeds up the
entire process.

No delays in payments
The entire claim submission and processing is
done through the virtual world and so is the
payment towards the claims. Direct bank
transfer means nomore cheques lost in transit
or delays. It alsomeans funds are available
immediately for use. The policyholder can track
the payment details and pull any information
they need from the system.

Instant Support
Claims e-Submission online support is
available for customers who have queries to be
clarified while submitting their claims. This
allows ease of submission and enhances the
customer experience.
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Success Stories

Success
Stories

Automated Invoice Processing
AndClaimsDisbursements

A leading insurance company in South Africa -
wanted to implement an automated solution to
extract attachments from the emails sent by
repairers. The emails sent by repairers to The
company, contained attachments with invoices
in many different formats. The time and effort
spent in extracting the information in the
invoices for processing was long and tiresome.
Neutrinos brought in a solution for this direct-
to- customer channel based on a UiPath RPA
Tool where once the MBR submitted the final
invoices and statements, the allocator would
then pass on the relevant documents to the
Payment Operator Diary. The operator then
accessed the AS400 Diary Entry to view the
corresponding documents, move on to
Payment Release and finally authorise the same
to clear the amount payable.

Benefits
Reduction in human intervention, Optimisation
There was a reduction in human intervention
and its corresponding cost benefits. A faster
processing of invoices with a smart output was
achieved and analytical insights were enabled.

Faster Claims Processing For A Better
Customer Experience

One of India’s largest private general insurance
companies was looking to enhance claims
processing. Neutrinos developed a claims
registration application to improve the claims
process. The company was looking for a
solution to digitise their paper- based claims
registration process to speed up the process
and reduce call center efforts. They also wanted
tomodernise the existing tedious life insurance
processes to enable purchase of multiple
products with universal data collection.
Neutrinos developed an omnichannel claims
registration application for auto insurance that
brought the customers and Future Generali's
employees to one platform and database that
reduced the response time and enabled
processing of claims with minimal involvement
from the call-center. For their life insurance
customers, Neutrinos modified the process
and enabled universal data collection and easy
purchase of multiple products.

Benefits
Faster claims processing and smoother
operations increased Future Generali's ratings
significantly on the customer satisfaction
index.
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Transforming TheClaims
Process For Customers

A leading health insurance provider, was
looking to build trust, and enhance the
customer experience with reference to their
claims process. The client worked with
Neutrinos to introduce automation into the
system to better manage the process thereby
enriching customer satisfaction levels.

Customers of the insurance company found it
difficult to trust the company when it came to
claims processing as claims were rejected
without valid reasons, and considering there
was inconsistency in communication between
the customers and the insurers, this further
added to the dissatisfaction. Similarly, there
were hiccups in claims settlement owing to
false claims, incomplete submissions and other
challenges. The client then implemented the
solutions developed by Neutrinos that included
semi automation of the claims process giving it
the quintessential direct to consumer
approach.

The customer centric solution resolvedmany of
the existing issues. The claims self-service
portal allowed easy access for customers and
hospitals, which included seamless verification
and validation of data submitted. With
automation [AI/ML capabilities] and RPA in the
Claims Adjudication process e.g. pre-
authorisation request approvals and claims
eligibility and de-dup checks among others,
the customers experienced better service and
quicker settlements.

Benefits
Data transparency, faster SLAs and optimised
business costs.

Enabling Faster Deployment For Better
Claims Processing

One of South Africa’s leading financial services
providers needed an on-site developer to
support their claims division in Capetown. The
Neutrinos team helped address this gap in
technical skills.

The claims division of Telesure Tech Services in
Cape Town had limited technical skills and
needed an experienced developer to join the
team to support app lifecycle management. A
senior Neutrinos developer was onboarded on-
site to facilitate support, training of the client’s
team, and to address development
requirements. The on-site Neutrinos developer
had all the required skills and proved to be an
asset for the client, helping them handle all
gaps and deployments. This aided in improving
both agent and direct to customer
applications.

Benefits
The experienced developer enabled quicker
deployments which helped the claims
division enhances processing and improves
customer satisfaction.

Talk to Us

https://goneutrinos.com/contact-us/
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Neutrinos is a Multi-experience Development company that offers a platform to ideate,
transform, and build complex enterprise applications within days – or sometimes hours.
Neutrinos is headquartered in Singapore and has operations across South Africa, South East
Asia, India, and the USA.
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www.goneutrinos.com
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